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DAY, JULY 30, 1953

Selected As Rest All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper for 1947

Weather

We Are
Helping To
Build Murray
Each Day.

Kentucky: Farr, lowest in
111..
the '70's tonight. Saturday
mostly sunny and continued:
Oot.

•
/OUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER
IN ITS 74th YEAR

-United Press

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternobn, July 31, 1953
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si FLEmING

United
CorTriPoodelle
<
'P -The West
Berhp,
announccity
Believe in yourself. in our way Berlin
oive "Eisenof life, in the institutions of which ed today it is
/to every one
you will always. be a part," Dr. hoss•er food par.
/18,000.000 resiRalph H. Woods. told c. summer of East German)
dents.
graduating class of 78 at Murray
The announcement was made
State College Thursday afternoon,
by a West Berlin government
July 30.
as the United States
"Be good Americans, recognize spokesman
food by trucks, trains and
your heritage and opportunities," rushed'
planes under the 815.000.1100 relief
Murray State's president continued
speaking in the air-conditioned program.
So many hundreds of thousands
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts buildof hungry East Germans have
ing on the MSC campus before
flooded into the West since the
the graduates and a crewd of '
start of the two-week program
their friends and relatives
last Monday that the. spokesman
"There is a tendency to assume
said:
that the mass has overcome the
"We now are ready to issue evmind" Dr. Woods said, then charery East German a food package."
to
anew
"Not
Ifstemers
his
ged
An estimated 200,000 persons deyourself -to believe that the oldie,
fied arrest, confiscation of the
vidual has been dwarfed intb
packages. violence by Communist
significance
"goon" Squads, and other intimid"Your destiny is in your own
ation tactics to pour into West
hands." he said. "Take time to
Berlin again today.
formulate your beliefs."
The boosted the total seeking
Dr. Woods concluded his -brief
food for the five days of the proaddress by saying. "The only way
gram to about 800.000.
to help yourself is to help others.
But the number was expected
History is a recital of challenges,
1.
their acceptance or rejection.
implore you to accept and serve'
Concluding the informal but IM.
e4
1447. Pi% _Wo'ads... cP41
raliVIZ-ArAg.1
ferred twenty Matter of Arts in
Education, six Bachelor of Science'
in Agriculture. -three "Bachelor of
Bob Miler announced today that
Music Education, five Bachelor:of a
comniittee had been appointed
Science in Wane Economics, fortyto -secure subs riptions to the
one Bachelor of sescience and Plree
sDemocratic Digest.
Members of
Bachelor ref Arts der eses.
the committee are. George Hart,
Frank Albert Stubblefield. Owen
Billington, H. Glen's Doran and
James M. Lassiter.
-- --.
7

country
not cal-

to soar well over 1.000,000 this
weekend when tens of thousands
o f 'workers banding together to
Cornprotect themselves against Cernmunist teror are scheduled to start
their mass "hunger march."
The march of these tough workers who led the June 17 revolt
and strikes against the Communist government could set oft a new
zone-wide revolt if Red police try
to stop them.
In a vain effort to stem the tide
of Hungry East Germans crossing
into West Berlin for food, Communed "goon" squads resorted to

violence.
Strong-arm gangs waited at crossing points in the Soviet sector
returning
of Berlin and attacked
East Germans. The Red thugs
paree's
tried to snatch the food
returnand identity papers of the
ees.
The violent tactics were adopted
after threats of reprisals :end prisof
on failed to dim the defiance
residents, some of
Soviet zone
whom traveled hundreds of miles
to get the _food.
disThe Communists themselves
closed the gangs grabbed food and
identity papers.
Communist police also stopped
the returning hunger marchers,
confiscated food parcels and took
traFIcark
Thousands of
names
were "donated' by their owners
to the "West German 'unemployed
under pressure from Red police.
The Reds also sent 100 picked
agitators to an' American Sector
labor office in an effort to incite
about t.000 unemployed West Berliners to march on the food distribution points and demand paceages for themselves
Posing as West Berlin unemThe Democratic Digest is the official publication of the Democrat- ployed, the agents told men lined
inic Party, designed to provide the up to receive unemployment
members of the party with a re- surance:
"It is unfair that these East
view of its activities and policies,
as well as criticism of the opposing Berliners get food when you can
is the put it to better use. March on the
magazine
parties. The
same size as the Readers Digest food distribution points and take
and will be available . at popular the food they refuse to give. you
police
Berlin
Some 50 West
price's.
broke up the Red rally, sending
Mr. Miller, who was recentiy ap- the Comunist agents fleeing back
pointed to the Chairmanship of across the border.
this drive in Calloway County by
Miss Pearl Runyan, Treasurer of
Kentucky and Chairwoman for
the subscription drive in Kentucky, stated that this committee
would try to contact persons inBro. Quincy Scruggs. pastor cf
terested in the Democratic Party
to make this publication available the First Methodist Church at
to them and he Invites the public Humboldt. Tennessee, will preach
to show its interest by contacting at the Hazel Methodist Church
the members of the committee,
August 2nd, at 11:00 a. m.

Committee Named
To Sell Democrat
Monthly Magazine

•
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Cancer Victim Is
Glad Baby Is
Born Safely

-

Tulsa. Okla. July 31 (1.113)-Mrs.
Colleen Alford, doomed to die
cancer within a few days, smiled
with delight at the sight of her
newborn baby and said "We will
have some happy hours."
The young mother has been told
she may not live to celebrate her
20th birthday Sunday. but she
clung to the hope that she and
the "pretty, black-haired" girl can
be together then.
1 want to love my baby all the
time I can." Mrs. Alford said.
delivered
Thursday
Surgeons
the two-months premature baby
by Caesarian section because Iltre
Alford could not have survived
her malignancy long enough for
a normal delivery. When n.irses
carried the child to her bedside,
the dying woman's cheeeks flushed with color.
"Oh, she's pretty.. she's so pretty,
Mrs. Alford said over and over.
"She's just what l' wanted, a
Her face is so
black-haired girl
pretty."
Doctors said, Mrs. ailferd had
only .a few niure days to live, at
merit.
.
The young Women is suffering
from cancer of the lymph gland,
a. type so rare tiost only about 3
percent of cancer Victims have it.
Three Tulsa doctors, had examined the young woman and conferred with specialist at Johns
Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore and
in New York, Chicago and Boston.
All said she would
The five-pound baby weer reported in "good conditions, and was
placed'In art incubator. The mothe
re was unconscious for several
hours., after the operation, but regained consciousness after nurses
gave
administered oxygen.. and
blood transfuoions.
The .haby was named Cleah Tunya. The child was removed from
the incubator for a time Thursday but Mrs. Alford will not be
allowed to hold if 'Or keep it out
of the incubator except for eery
short periods, Mrs. Alford's husband Huey.'en aircraft worker.
and her mother were with her
during the opeortion.
_

LiQuirtiim

Fair Hot Weather Promised
For Voters Here Tomorrow .

West Berlin Ready To Give
„• I Packages To Populace

Dr.Woods
Addresses
Graduates

1.
4

e family.
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COUNTY RACES NOV,V EJVI FEVER PITCH.
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to Callo-

MURRAY POPULATION - - - 8,000

ASSETS
Wichita. Kan. I UP0-- Mrs. Dale.
Steel discovered after completing
her washing thae her grocer husband had hidden. $1.500. in checks
In it. They were washed clean
.ecation.
of pertiAant

Senate are to be chosen, but there
is not Republican' and Democratic
opposition in all these legislative
races.
The issues in the primary will
run from the way a maul parts
his hair, to whether he needs the
whipped.up
Money. or 10 the
Chandler-Wetfierby-Clements squab)
ble.
That controversy flared highest
last weekend when former senater
led.
governor and baseball commissionTwo candidetes are seeking the er, A. B. Chandler. a 1955 guberoffice of Sheriff. City Judge, natorial aspirant, spoke at NichCounty. Attorney. County Judge olasville.
Chandler lashed out ht U. 15.
and Tax Assessor. Four seek the
(office of County Court Clerk, and Senator Earle C. Clements, Moreanfield Democrat. for "holding
four for the oqice of Jailer.
one office and controlling another,'
state
former
Brigham 'Futrell,
He charged that Gov. Lawrencri
are
Hughes
Alton
policeman and
Wetherby had" . . . a lack of
CnrSheriff.
for
race
running the
knowledge 'of state government.'
Robertson
Elias
die Rushing and
Wetherby has refused to comare in the race for City Judge,
ment publicly on any of Chandler's
for
tryine
is
Hughes
Nat Ryan
statements.
endorsement term as County AtOther hot local contests also will
seeking
Miller
Bob
with
torney
be staged around the state. and
office.
same
the
1 a cheek tdis week revealed inter—
eole
Incumbent Hall Hood hes as his est is running high.
the
Neale,
in
Garland
opponent,
I Polls will be opened and closthe now silent Korea front as they
UNMISTAKABLE JOY shines from faces of these U. S. Marines on
Robert
race
County Judge's
ed on Central Standard 'Time.
Cicero, (international Soundpeoto
I dismantle their mortar. Photo by INP staff photographer Dave
Young and James Johnson are in They will open at 6 a. rre, and
the race for Tax Assessor.
alcoholic beeclose at 5 p. m.
The four candidates in the'erages will
be
sold "legally":
County Court Clerk's race are I throughout the
Commonwealth
Randall Patterson. R. le Cooper while the voting is in process.
4ilaLlun„Garner and ldra. ca3Tel_ - The county and eity eleetera
Williams. The Jailer candidates are lumped together every foes
are Henry Billington, Ed Burkeetri years so that national issues won't
Seth Cooper and H S. Arnold.
cause less interest in local elecCpl. Dennis R. Bosten, Jr. son
Several candidates seek the meg- tions.
of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Boston.
county.
tr,
the
posts
isterial
.
Or did the framers of the 189142
- July 31 eilfn-Rob- of Corign:ss-clo:..ing days prevent
New York.
Sr. has been reported missing Pi
The most unusual feature about Constitution mean it the other
action in Korea. He is reported ert A. Taft. "Mr. Republican." ed his coming,
flumthe
is
year
this
election
the
t,
way round?
Taft had felt well enough
missing as of July 14.
whose party never gave him a
e her of candidates who seek the
—
Mr. Boston and his wife live in chance to run for the presidency sit up for breakfaet Thursday
past
the
In
seats.
Council
City
six
a
Kittshill, Ohio, at the . present his father had held, died today of But in, late. afternoon he took
have
candidates
six
years
only
sudden turn for the worre. At
time, and he was at one time a cancer in New York Hospital.
.1 sought the six seats, giving the votrural mail carrier on the Almu
The R1-year-old senior senator 6 p. m., his coadition was critical
er little choice in the matter.
route.
from Ohio W as the victim of a lin- At 11 p. m, he was in a coma end
This year nine candidates ere;
Young Boston entered service gering illness. He died at 11:30 foiling rapidly..
the six seats. The ,
It was learned that some time in the race for
in November of 1951 and took hii a. in. e. d I. with his four sons
the incurnago, while Taft was on crutches in candidates include.
basic training at Camp Chaffee.
prominent doctor bents and three. new candle-late,.
.
Arkansas. He departed !rem the
sdeath removed from the pis' Washington.me
Galen Thurman. Jr., H. W. "Seel"
United Slates to Korea on Sep- n
ierialy Seetle the key figure sup- informed him of the nature of his
H
tllb
lie
this er..! Wilson and Qarrell Shoenviker.
tember 1, 1952. He has been in porting President Eisenhower in. illness and he replied to
The six incumbents are Burgess,
service there ever since that time.. the senate and a tower of strength. feet:
Littleton,
Vernon:
-You will find me the most wit. Parker. Earl
He attended Almo High School in the first Republican admire's*
Hale, Ila Douglas, Ottis Patton, nest Roche, only known survivor
ling guinea pig you ever had."
and graduated from the Ironton. tration since the early 1930's.
Then he volunteered to aid med. end Wells Pun-deemof an American 13-50 lost off ths
Ohio High School. He also gradHis wife. Martha, his counselor
Mayor George Hart is unopposed coast of Siberia. said today his
uated from the General Motors, and companion through a third of ilal science by faithfully reportRep- plane was shot down by- Russian
symptoms and every twin _ in the Mayor's race, as is
Mechanics School in Flint, Michi- a century. of politics, was forced ing
resentative Owen Billington in the fighter aircraft.
gan. He was the only child of the by her own illness to remain in ge of disorder he could observe.
Representative.
Roche, co-pilot of the plane
Taft had told reporters that he race for State
couple.
Washington. She visited him Tueswhich crashed in the Sea of Japan
Mr. Boston carries the • iraf mail day but stayed only the one day. noticed a pain in his left hip
United Press Ste:: Correspondent Wednesday with a crew of 17
out of Pedro. Ohio,
Mrs. Taft has been confined to a about April 13. four days before'
go, aboard, said the American bomber
1.mnsville
wheel chair since 'suffering a he flew to Augusta. Ga, to play
tomorrow to vote in was at least 40 miles off the Sogolf with president Eisenhower to the polls
stroke three years ago.
a primary election in which thous- viet ceeist when it was attacked.
The team of "Bob and Martha" He carried on his official duties
ands of candidates are aspiring
The Washington, D. C. airman
-the quiet, brilliant husband and until June 10.
"local election” was interviewed at Far East Air
Then, on erutches, he ennounced for office in this
the vivacious, witty wife who tools
Force headquarters here by FEM.'
doctors had cold him year.
The Yanks won over the Cards the platform with him in cam- tAat leading
It is the election in which you comniander Gen. 0. P. Weylared,
serious end that
last night in the Little League paign years-was separated at the his condition WaS
the man you meet on
Roche was flown to Tokyo afhe was giving up the Senate Re - vote.. for
Yanks collected 10 end.
12-9. The
. the street every day and in which ter being packed up by a Navy
The Ohio senator, whose illness publican floor leadership. He un
has while the losers banged toe
read
national ship southeast of the Soviet sir
abdorrin you don't have to
8. Danny Roberts connected Per forced him to give up the Senate dement an exploratory
York Hospiti Publications to find out the is- rend sea arsenal of Vladivostoek.
four hits for the winners with Republican floor leadership eal•ly ccl operation in New
likely,
you
can
Stiles. More them
Weyland said Roche was in Rood
Tommie McClure. and Steve Sand- last month, enterel 141`l.' York July 1.
take a --trip to the local barber- physical
condition.
treated
11
despite
been
had
an
disorder
under.vent
The
and
4
. host:Alai July
ers getting two each.
lawn,
and
get hours in the water and It hours
Washing- shop or court house
The losers hits we're sprinkler'. exploratory abdominal operation previously, in Cincinnati,
in a bre boat dropped by a U. S.
ton, and New York. After the the answers.
with homers. Jerry Ellis slam.' four days later.
In each county along. eight bieic Air Force rescue B-30.
he
med out two homers and Dick! His condition became. critical operation. ik was annerinced
filled-Judge,
be
to
are
Roche suffered bruises around
in the offices
Hutson one. Jerry Shi oat got two Thersday. beet beforeehe fell in', was expected to remain
But -only attorney, sherftf, jailer, 'clerk, the head and face when he bailed
hits with one of them a homer. a coma he had eat on the edSo hospital two weeks.
commistax
and
surveyer
.
out of the crippled bomber, Weyneel coroner,
Sanders went the route for the.' of his bed and thanked the White July 27 the hospital said he
sioner-and this doesn't. include land said.
winners with Roberts behind the • Hour' _physician for bringing him ed further treatment.
offices
as
such
magistrate's. city
The general said the other 16
The next day it was rennoune
plate. Wallace and Hutson pitched' the oest wishes. of President Eisenconstables,
Police crew members aboard the bomber
ed his condition had deteriorated Councilmen,
for the Cards with Billy Carouse hower.
etc.
prosecutore.
judges,
apparently were lost. Searcn for
His family was called. Mrs.. Taft
or. his old position behihd the
In addition to these. 100 mem- the missing plane has beg: .abanThe President, who little over a a wheel-chair invalid. flew here
plate.
•
of
Repoesentaof
House
the
bers
cloned. he said.
in from Washington.-' In the second game The Cubs year ago had beaten out Tett
the Stat.!
other corn.
Weyland made
the
Beginning in 1938. Taft was elee- lives and 19 members of
rtimmed the Reds 12-2. The Cubs: the Ohioan's third bid for
----merit on his interview with Roche.
sent it'd to three consecnirve Senate I —
got fifteen hits. Red Overbey two GOP presidential nomination,
But Air Force officials said lacy
•r. e I
hind 'planned t ,oceme
terme. He acoi ell a notehle
counted for three of them with word
were attempting to get a security
Bill Kopperud getting three more, person to the bedside. The press tory on his third bid. He was eioo
release from Viashington to enelected overwhehningly in the
Kondrako and Buzz Williams ten- 1
able.the press corps to question
-- --face of ;snout opposition by ornetted for two each.
•
Casper. Wyo. July 31 sine)- the co-pilot.
eanieed labor. whew. leaders, reMoss got two hits for the losers. ,
, Fortner President Truman said tosented his Taft-Hartley Act,
Brewer and Overbey compeeed,
of Willimalday that the death of his old poleThe oldest child
the winning battery with floss
the:
'1
Heal opponent. Sen. Robert A. e„ee
Stubblefield and Oakley in for the ; With the 2nd Infantry Div. in Howard Taft, 28th President of
„atk. tees_Unittee,_atale.s. Tia Was .1.(
-.._ .- .- icorez.,_ rel. _ Dm ...weot
.
72111 SolOI...X•efL as ea greed joss to the C01.111-Planned
losers.
try.in Cincinnati id a gloger-,
ofeVirgil White (mother deceasede 5. 1889,
house overlooking, Teorpea expressed his sorrow at: A gosbel meeUng will be heki
Victorian
bread
recently
Ky.:
Hazel.
of Route 2.
the Ohio River. He wanted to be- the pasting of the senator in el at the Green Plains Church of
joined the 2nd Infantry Division come the
second man in his court- statement to the press. It -Teed? .Christ beginning Sunday. August
In Korea.
to follow his father
Pre
try's history
..1 am sorry. to hear of Senator; 2. The services will be held on
Curtner..
tank
a
White,
.. Private
•
Taft's death. Senator Taft and I I Sunday at 10:45 ei m. and 7113 p.
Y.
•
t
December'
11'y l'Ole.1
in
Army
entered the
, were friends. He and I did not' m: During the week services will
training!
ORANGF.BURG. S. C., July 30 1952 ;end received basic
He eirove..mOthtily for the Re- 1 agree 'ore public policy, but he be at 3:00 0. m and 7.45 p m.
The first bale of South Caro- at Fort Knox, Ky. In civilian lifee,
blican nonneatinn. Three times ,
knew %here,' I stood ant I knew I Bro, Perry Cotham, who just fep•'
Sna cotton was sold here WedS he was a truck driver for the fffiLlas;j .ir
es
.s. 1940,
, turned from the Holy Land will
when. he stood.
Co.
Poperern
Myres
nesday, the earliest date on rec- and
eel him.
elirsedeath is a great has to the do the preaching and Bro. W. T.
r
in,
participated,
division
'Lost
The
ord for opening cotton sales.
We need intellectually . Wynn will be the song director.
But he wore his deft-its in a country.
The hale weighed 450 pounds two ie the Korean' conflict's most
honest men like Sereaoe Tait en , Loud speakers will be used for
respect
him
won
which
manner
captured,'
it
when
battles
historic
end was sold at 43 1-2 cents per
His family has'the benefit of those who wish to
October and, toward the end of his di,- public, service.
[sound to M. J. Jeffords ,Jr., eel "Heartbreak Ridge" in
the sympathy of me family and : remain in their automobiles, or
careee.
Senate
S.
IL
tinguished
July
in
Biddy"
"Old
took
1951
and
I
Orangeburg. It was grown by
'
k
those who come a
1952.
Allen Platt of Holly 11111
The election in Calloway County
has risen to fever pitch this week
with candidates making an all
out effort in the closing days before the election date tomorrow.
In The morning voters of the
county will stream to the polls
in what the weather man has deA
scribed as fair hot weather.
fairly heavy vote is expected since
many local offices are to be fil-

Senator Robert Taft Dies
Of Cancer This Morning

Boy Of Former
4Local Couple Is
Reported_ Missing

Quincy Scruggs To
Preach At Hazel

WAITING FOR OUR PROMISED HELP

B-50 Is Shot
own By
Red Plane

wr,—Kentuckians

Yanks And Cubs
Win Last Night

art a Death Is
Great Loss, Truman

Don White With
Second Division

Gospel hi •ng
Sunday

,.

First Cotton Sold
In South Carolina

THESE TWO children In Koren; crying with hunger, symbolize the
rehabilitation job promised the Korean goverrunent by the U. &
An Initial $200,000,000 has been asked of Congress as a starter.
4IP.1, the Save the Children) unit of Carnegie International center la
appealing for funda to provide crothing, food, school supplies and
I leder esaisonali
other essential for victims of Korean war.

This Is Not East Germany - Exercise Your Vote
•

4amassimmosiassommissiamaisimaPal!!"
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Today s Sports!
'
Parade

THE LEDGER & TIMES
etnitt.tang.) ST LEPPOIR •TIMES PUJILISHING COMPANY.,M*-ionsolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Catioway Times. and Tha
Ttaieo-Herald. OctoPer 20. 1828. and the West Kentucktaa, Januar)
U. 11112.

_
NATIONAL LEATIt't
Pet
W L
Team
64 34 653
Brooklyn
57 41 582
_
Milwaukee
53 41 564
Phi ladelphia
53 43 552
St. Louis
51 43 543
New York .
45 54 455
Cincinnati _
_ 35 60 368
_
Chicago
73298
_
Pittsburgh

JAIME C WILLLAME, PUBLISHIGR
W. ramerve the right to meet any Advertising. Leviers to the Uttar.
re Public Voice items wnich i our 'Onion are not ha the best lutenist
111 our readeas
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
WALLACE WITMER CO, 1884
eATIONAL REPRESENTATIVESialliaa. Memphis, Tenn ; /Su Part Ave. New York;4307 N Michigan
,
art. Chicago. IN Bolyston St.. Boston.

Fine Arts bu.iii:ng on the m.Sc
l us.
mp
cam
H Pet
's, Turner, who makes. her
Player and ChM G AB It
Remit, Wash. 100 39,5 67 131 332 home with lie rhusband, Gordon
in Paris, was named the
Minuso. Chi. 97 358 81 116 324 Tuner.
r
87 297 41 96 323 -Outstanding Alt Student" at
Kell Boston,
'Murray State last year. Her exHOME RUNS: Mathews. Braves hibit. filling both the gallery and
32; Kluszewski, Redlegs 30: Camp- hall in the Yale Arts building, is
anella, Doelgers 26; Rosen, Indians one of the best ever displayed
26. .
there. according to Miss Clara
Niggle, 'art llIvnion head.
R.UNS BATTED IN: Campanella,
The display consists of water
Dodgers 92; Hodges. Dodgers 90; color and oil paintings: comMathews, Braves 87._
mercial art in the form of lettering, posters and record,. albums;
RUNS: Snidee, Dodgers 82; Minceramic sculpture adpottery;
os... White Suit 81; Dark, Giants
Fend], pen and ink. ani) charcoal
77.
reell;
iirawings:

•0.1=11MMIN,

111•111,y1

Frile Yanks Can Be Caught
.
.,
,
If They Continue Losses

-5'

913 .
.
FRIDAY,PULY 31,p

THE tEr1114R & TIMES, MURRAY, wtxruosy

r;AUE *TWO

AN,

AMERICAN LEAGUE

ANIERicAN LEAGUE
Vernon. Senator.;
Pet. IITTS:
W I.
'team
,tered at the Poit Office. Murray. KeDiucky. for transmission as '
0
—
_ _ 65 33 663 Kuenn. Tigers 128; Philley, AthAscend Class Matter
61 38 -616 letics 125.
e.i
N7h.
C
o _k 1
'w
l
'ag
c
"
571
44 564
57 42
Wit Drupo in the ninth inning Cleveland56
By CARL ILUNDQCIST
4TEMICRIPT1ON KATE. By tsu-rier In Murray, per week UM. MN
PITCHING: Looat, Yankees- 10-2;
when tieing, bInick Stoking gave up i Boston
Sports Writer Atilligb 65e Ir. Calloway and adyotedog counties. per year, $EW war
United Pre
six hits.
53 470 Shea. Senators 8-2; Brown, Red
Detroit's
of
four
Washington
New York, July 31 itiP.—The
Nam KRI
47 55 439 Sox 10 3.
The Athletics swept a • three- ,
Yankees can be caught alkt it will
w ith the Brcwns by Detroit
series
garlic
•
they
114115611—Irt about -month. if
tbAl;-4t1.‘193 3.3
41 3:1
:1
4 4661
_33
scoring five runs in the second III. st. Lows
keep losing ground the way thi.y
'Lerming fat- a 5-3 triumph. Gus
have since their 18-game winning
mat led off the frame by hitting
Yesterdays Results
streak was ended on June 13.
his 23rd hvier off los..r Mike
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Since that time they h. ye only niyzka. Micion lricano held the
Voters will go to the polls tomorrow to select officials
a 24-21 won and lost record while 131;owns to eight,hits for his fifth St. Louis 10 Pittsburgh 4
-of
office.
term
next
- who will serve them for the
Milwaukee 5 New York 0
the second-pace White S'oic have victory.
We are fortunate here in America to be able to select a gaudy 30-12 maik for the same
17 Cincinnati 8
Milwaukee cut Biooklyn's lead Philadelphia
our oa n officials, without fear of retribution of any na- stretch and the Yankee lead' of to seven gaines in the National by
The senior art exhibit:. of LaAMF.RICAN LEAGUE
10 1-2 on June hi has been whit- defeating the Giants, 5-0. u na
ture.
Verne Tulmer. of Pails, outstandin
Clevelaiai 4 New York 3
-- Voters -of -Calloway--County and all over America are tled to 4 1-2_ The Yankees.
ing art student at Murray State
six-hitter by Lew Burdette. whde
played the -poorest ball the Dodgers lost, 3-2. at Chicago!
College. is now on display in the
Masters of their vote when they enter the curtained vot- fact, have
of any of the teams in the first
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erts 17-7 Miller - 3-4 or Drews 5-8
as a vote-getting device.
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could
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homer
of
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Thus. if the
s. Surkont 11-5 and Antunelli 9-6,
• The voter may stand at the bench with his ballot be- Continue -their pace. wtech was pair iii singles and the Cardinals
2 plates', tia-nig.ht.
fore him, weigh the qualifications- of the varitms candi- even more spectacular until they topped PitLsburgh. 10-4.
Brooklyn ,at St. Louis, Erskine
Burdette, who has been conveirt- 10-4 vs. Stoley. 13-4, night
dates fur each office, then mark the candidate that he hit a recession last week in which
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games,
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.
of
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out
ed into a
they lost six
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pittsburgh at Chicago, Dickson 7-13
they pefinnely could overtake the its third shutout in the four genie vs. Manner 7-10.
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Of
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with
series
Yorkers.
New York at Cincinnati. Jansen
Voters should by all megns tear away the -color" that
Yankees perk up. they can coast- Brutes knocked out starter Sal 9-7_ vs. PusIbielan 5-11, night
each candidate has built up around himself during the
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first"
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man
the
past several weeks, rind look through it to
Manager Casey three runs, two on a single by Joe
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A five-run sixth inning rally 1:,
We have an Unusually fine group of candidates in this f.rst major-league ti :pIe in the
NATIONAL LEAGUE
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Senior Art Exhibit
Of LaVerne Turner
On Display Al MSC

Qualification The Issue'

and furniture designs, and- ph0tography.
The exhibit is in partial fulft11-•
ment of the requirements for a
Bachelor of Science degree which
Mrs. Turner will receive at the
end of the fall semester.
Because of the high workmanship of the exhibit, Miss Eagle
said that she intends to hold it
over after the regular display
period -which ends July JO, and
show it again the first two weeks
of the fall semester.
Visitors may see the exhibit
now througl‘ tile week days from
7 am. to 9 p.m tnclay
hours at the gallery are from 1

•

to 5 p.m.

Please Vote For

ALTON P. HUGHES
For

.

SHERIFF

OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
emocra Ic Primary, Saturday, August 1, 1953

World Wisc II Veteran — Wounded Overseas
Yoltr Vote an&SuppOrt Will Be Deeply -Appreciated
First to

File for the Office —• First On Your -Ballot

•

PLEASE VOTE. FOR

HALL HOOD

Major League Leaders

-

Posters In India
Declare Eteria Dead

Toes In Ears

EISENHOWER COLI:.c• AT MARINE EASE

-

•

I

If Elected to the

Cii

council

I promise HONEST, COURTEOUS, EFFICIENT
SERVICE, and

will continue

working to make

Murray THE BEST TOWN ON EARTH,

I will

appreciate' your vote

and influence

"Stub"
H. W

"Stub"

Wilson

,
I

ASK

SUPPORT FOR ELECTION

YOUR

TO

shown t•cine-up his golf ball
pampa DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER Is
the U. S. Marine Corps base at
VI'first dris.,s during his v.sit to
130 top-ranking mihitaiy
Quantico„ Va. This,ctilet x,-eutive joined
get-together devoted partly to Tin
and civilian eilleialsin a week-end
of defense problems. (hiternationa:)
and partly to serious dr i•,ir•

City Council
and

MURRAY'S

voters, with

County Judge
Let Me Follow Through On
Our Good Road Programs

t„

if elected I will strive to represent YOU the

For

progress always

in mind
and if- my opponent
I ha-ve made my campaign on a It 15(11
little opportustoops to mud s!inging at .this bite date w hen I have
nity to answer. the fair -minded people of This county will throw mud
right back in his tat c.

Darrell Shoemaker
a
,

May I humbly tail yloir :Mention to the following:

Progressive Administration.
2____Payment of every legal demand

made_icompletely

out of debt

on current obligations.

PLEASE VOTE FOR

3—$28,000.00 and more invested in good machinery in three and onehalf years.
4_ More bridges and better bridges built than in other ;comparable
period in history of county.
5___Best maintained system of roads than ever- before in county.
6—Plans already made and in process of performance of system of
good gravel roads to every hisme in the county.
,

Galen Thurman. Jr.
FOR.
a

il Ot just
The thing: list.-d aliaie did '
aration and planning, anil ooperation.

z City Councilman
Reliable

•

Honest

1 dot not Whit to hi- elect,./I hrilore
went at MY own t-xpen.:i• ii It'll l tt,tsilt a

Dependable

THIS Al) PAID FOR BY FRIENDS.

utaon.1 f tH i WAY
t,ee role: in Wartter's
,

•

•••••

•

to Frankfort for roads.
officer,

I shall he grateful to you.
'
it h I ha l'
ha best ing trouble
leoe
%Vac ' d
roub
Along the
' •

•
a

It took thought., prep-

•

s

I will speak this afternoon at 7:30 ovri

WNRS

I'

,
— bar
•

•

ad furniture designs; and phorgraphy.
The exhibit is in partial fulfill-lent of the requirements for a
iachelor of Science degree which
irs. Turner will receive at the
rid of the fall semester.
Because of the high workmanhip of the exhibit, MAILS Eagle
aid that she intends to hold it
vet' after the regular display
rriod -which ends July JO. and
how it again the first two weeks
of the fall semester.
Visitors may see the exhibit
low through tile week days from
r a.m. to 9 p.m. glinday visiting
lours at the gallery are from 1
0 5 p.m.
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Gen.Clark Flies
Home to Attend
Son's Wedding

•

Jo; 1 - nit•-•1

TOKYO, July 30 — Gen. Mark
W. Clark left by plane Wednesday for the -United States, where
he will receive a returning hero's welcome and attend his son's
wedding.
-------

Mrs. Clark accompanied the
general who directed the United
Nations forces in their final battles against the CommuniStit supervised the truce negotiations
and signed the armistice documents which halted the threeyear-old Korean War.
General and Mrs. Clark will
arrive in San Francisco today,
a headquarters spokesman said,
correcting an erroneous announcement that the general's plane
would not reach San Francisco
until_ August 1

DON I

nibs with new
groups

-..#

f4,4

I

r

Nashville, Tenn., 5. hannel 4
!Subject to change!
PROGRAM
TIME
Saturday, August I. 1953
9:30 Sky King
10:00 Big Top
11:00 Cowboy G-Men
11:30 To Be Announced
1145 Cleveland at Philadelphia
12:15 Philadelphia vs Cleveland
Gilbert League
2:30
Saturday, August 1, 1953
4:30 Life Begins at 80
Beulah
5:00
6:00 Farm Fair
12:30 Luncheon Musi c
Arthur Godfrey
5:30
12:45 Luncheon Music .
6-15 Farm Fair
6:00 My Hero
1:00 Record Shop to _1:45
6:30'Gospel Quartet
6:30 Original Amateur Hour
Calloway Capers
1:45 Public Service
7.00 Saturday Night Revue
2:00 News
6:53 News 8.30 Cavalcade
2:45
to
You
8:00
for
to
451 o'clock watcher
:0
7:(
6
205 Music
900 You Asked For It
Service
Public
2:45
8.00 News
9:30 Private Secretary
Gospel Quartet
3:00 News
8:15
10:00 Wrestling
Star
Shopper
Western
Mystery
11:15 I've Got A Secret
3:05
8:30
.
Star
Western
I:15
Sunday, August 8, 195.3
8:46 Morning Moods
3:30 Music for Saturday
1100 To Be Announced
9:00 Morning Moods
11:30 Frontiers of Faith
3:45 Music for Saturday
Country Style
To Be Announced
.
1200
0 Guy Lewis Harper
4:(X) Postcard Parade to 5:00
9!i5
93
_
12.3.4 Q.vide R.ght -_
5:00 Sports Parade 9:45 Guy Lewis Harper
1:00 This is The Life
5:15 Teatime Topics to 8:00
10:00 Neses
•1:30 Industry on Parade
6.00 News
5 Western Roundup
0 15
110:0
'1745 Report From Washington
6:15 Western Caravan
Western' Roundup
2-00 Youth Wants to Know
6.30 Baseball Warmup
10:30 Lean Back and Listen
G E Theatre
- 2:30
8:55- St. Louis game to 9:30:
10:45 Lean Ba-k and Listen
•3:00 Recital Hall
Election returns direct until coun- 3:30 Superman
11:00 Morton Sisters
ting stops.
11:15 Morton Sisters
4:00 Meet the Press
9:30 Plattertime
11:30 Folk Tunes
4:30 The World This Week
9:45 Plattertrme
5.00 Operation Neptune
11:45 Folk Tunes.
5.30 Super-Ghost
10:00_ News
12:00 News
6:00 Big Payoff
10:15 Listeners Request to 11:0t
12:15 Noontime Frolic
7:00 TV Theatre
1100 Sign Off
8:00 Liberace
830 Music City, U.S.A.
Sunday, August 2, 1953
900 Movietime
10:30 Wonderful John Acton
4:00 Concert Hour to 4:00
7:00 Morning Melodies
Monday, August 3, 1953
500 Listening Pleasure
7:15 Morning Melialiis
11:00 Search for Tomorrow
5- 15 Listening Pleasure
1:30 Musicio Gems
11:15 Love of Life
5:30 Listening Pleasure
7:45 Musical Gems
11:30 Devotional Moments
5.45 Harding College
8:00 News
11:45 Strike It Rich
6:00 -News
12:15 News
8:15 Gospel Quartet
12:30 1C-recion Kollege
6:15 Musical Interlude
8:30 Green Plains Church of
1 00 The Big Payoff
6:6 Ave Maria Hour
Christ
Welcome Travelers
1.30
7:00 Dinner Music
900 Hazel Baptist Church
2:00 On Your Amount
Music
Dinner
7:15
Quartet
Bethel
915
2:30 Ladies Choice
7:30 First Baptist Church to 830
9.30 Bethel Quartet
•3:00 Mr. Wizard
8:30 Design for Listening
9:45 First Methodist Solidity
3.30 Howdy Doody
8-45 Design for Listenine
Western Corral
4 00
School
9:00 Memorial Baptist Church
525 Weather Report
1000 First Methodist Church
9:15 Memorial Baptist Church
Rob and Ray
5:30
Schoo?
News Caravan
5:45
9:30 Evening Serenade
10:15 hiusic For Y••ti to ,8:50
9:45 Evening Serenade
20:50 Church Services
to
10:01
9.15 Evening Serenade
to 12:00
10-00 Spr rts Roundup
12:00 News
10:15 Album Souvenirs to 11:00
12.15 Baseball warmup
L:00 Sign Off
12:25 •St. Louis game to 3:00
3:00 Music for Sunday to 4:00

vaccine is not ready for 1953. But
lbw. is hop* for Ph* future.

..

TAKES OATH FOR UN AFFAIRS POST

POLIO
PRECAUTIONS
Gamma Globulin.-ebtainod frorn human blood-gives pronscnon for a few
weeks However, it is in VERY SHORT,
SUPPLY.

11111111011ms

-AN

WSM-TV Program
Schedule

Moonwhile-wh•n polio is around-.
follow ?how PRECAUTIONS.

-I

lease Vote For

)N P. HUGHES

'N I

HERIFF
LLOWAY COUNTY
urday, August 1, 1953

_ Wounded Overseas
11.11e Deeply Appreciated
First On Your 11.Plot

RECOMMENDED BY
INFANTILE PARALYSIS
NE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR

ineworeweeprieseniWie;www)

SON BEATEN, DEAD, PARENTS HELD
ROBERT MURPHY (left) takes the oath In Washington as assistant
setretary of state in charge of United Nations affairs. Administering the oath is John Simmons, chief of protocol, Secretary of State
fletertuttionalr
Jahn. Foster Dulles looks on.

Name That Tune
Jungle Macabre
Howard Barlow
Stu Erwin
Robert Montgomery
Who Said That
Uncle Amby
Dr. Fixum
Racket Squad
Views of the News
Tennessee Jamboree
Sportscast
Danger
Chance of a Lifetime

IT'S

•

BUT DO keep dean
/z)

111111011-

For

4:00
9:15
6-30
7:00
7:30
8:30
9:00
9:15
'9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:15

f

IF YOU WANT ...
LAW ENFORCEMENT
PROTECTION TO YOURSELF and CHILDREN
EQUAL RIGHTS TO ALL
SPECIAL FAVORS TO NONE

TV
TIME!
Stop! Look! Li'

!

Crass Furniture
Company
HAS THAT TV SET
YOU
Are Looking For

America's Greatest
';V Value ...
$199.95

Sybscribe Today To The

Vote for a Man

Daily Ledger & Times

who would like to be your servant

for City Judge
CORDIE T. RUSHING

mommmummummummimi
Hasn't a Job WELL DONE
Always Received At Least

Y'Economy
jET Champ!

HER 3-YEAR-OLD SON found nude, beaten and dead, his body lashed
to a bathoom water pipe. Mrs. Veronica Burowsky, 28i is under
arrest in Chicago along with her husband Peter. She is shown with -her four other children. The dead boy was Peter, Jr., whose arm! .
and legs were broken. Other children are (from left) Georgann, 8,
whose face shows bruises ("Mommy used to beat me, too"); Paula.
8; Linda, 18 months; George Tromley, 11, Mrs. Burowsky's son by
fistdratitiona Sauridphotor
a previous marriage.

'WORLD CITIZEN' BACK HOME

ONE ENDORSEMENT
RE-ELECT

ED BURKEEN
FOR

JAILER

age

•

To My Friends in Calloway County:
to you beThis is my last message through the press
next
ballot
your
cast
to
ity
as band leader Meyer, Davis
opportun
the
fore you have
FATHER AND SON meeting seems happy
iiserrid.CiteSen No. I."
day with certain greets
his homecoming son Garry, self-styled Saturday. I am looking forward to that
job of custod- aboard the liner Queen Mary In New York harbor. Garry was
confidence tharYou will return to me the
s.
and keeper„44 your ordered to leave Englaed ufter months of trouble with authoritie
ian of the court house and grounds
arrived In EngIle
voyage.
the
on
cabin
his
to
and was confined
jail.
arrested for sleeping in the open under •
take care of land last January, was
Buckingham palaces He was dia.
outside
d
grandstan
Four years ago I told you that I would
s I have done with coronation
jail—thi
country, was rearrested and deand
the
leave
grounds
he
s,
condition
on
building
charged
your
with
agree
will
31-year -old tore up his U S.
you
the
1948
believe
In
I
so.
and
doing
ability
not
for
ported
the best of my
the svorld." ffotcreatiseialf
of
"citizen
himself
done.
declare
well
to
passport
me that it has been a job
electI was
Ever since the court house was built, before
d. De- LT
ed__your jailer, the rest rooms had been criticize
them as clean as
spite the amount of work I have kept
s of comhumanly possible and have received hundred of KenState
the
in
cleanest
the
were
they
that
nliments
ity to do
tucky. I am proud you gave to me the opportun
ago.
Phone 275
FREE DELIVERY
12th and Poplar
what I promised I would do four years
of us
many
so
where
green
grow
does
grass
Yes, the
yard. It
25c
believed it would never grow in the court house
POTTED MEAT ... 3 cans
been great pleasure
has taken much work,.but there has
84c
was said couldn't be
HUMPKO SHORTENING .... 3 lb. can
in me and my boys doing what it
know
I
and
job,
the
me
gave
you
again
glad
33c
done. I am
2 cans
WHITE CORN
all of you appreciate it.
28c
ago
can
oz.
years
16
four
TOMATO'JUICE
The jail is well kept as I promised you
for
you
g
thankin
for
me
Excuse
kept.
be
23c
that it would
2 bath size
LUX .
it clean for the
the third time for the honor of keeping
last four years.
and you
These jobs were intended to be done by me
Coffee at Knight's — 10c off! LOOK
support four years
hired me to do the job with your fine
have
and
you,
for
them
ago. I and my sons have done
—COUPON_—
performed them faithfully.
the
shown
have
we
that
I)
We believe (my boys and
This Coupon is
House can be kept
folks of this county that our Court
Good for
homes. I have
own
our
want
we,
like
just
looking
nice
ut
good—b
as
t
just
job—no
the
do
to
best
tried my level
10c
since the court house
BETTER than it has ever been done
been challenged by anyone
Was built. That fact has not
ON ANY
and we are 'nippy you gave us the chance.
POUND of
greatly appreciate
At last. I just want to say I would
s to let me give you
generou
and
kind
COFFEE
so
be
will
you
it if
house, grounds
tour more yearii of the best kept court
at
and jail in Kentucky.
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KNIGHTS GROCERY

rid if- my opponent
have little opportii- •
lay, will throw mud
1lig :

pletely out of debt
r), in three and onen other Icornparable
in county.
mance of system of

'ore
Y•

thought, pi•epink fort tor roads. I
.
tiff it Cr.
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Grueling 1206-mile Mobilgas Economy Run proves Dodge
outstanding economy:
Dodge V-8 wins its class .. . beats all other cars in
the "low-medium" price range.
Dodge V-8 beats all other 8's in every price class .
takes top honors over all eight-cylinder cars in
Sweepstakes.
You'll know you have a winner when you see' and drive
the '53 Dodge. You've Got to Drive it to Believe it!

1

2

DEPENDABLE

DO E

Priers start below many models
..lowest priced"field!
in the'

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
Phone 1000

-301 South Fourth St.
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Knight's Grocery
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Today's Sports!
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and furniture designs; and .

The exhibit is in partial fulft11-•
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s- Turner. who makes her
Player and
a
Verrill. Wash. 100 395 157 131 3321 home with he rhusband, Gordon merit of the requirements for
8e-1141-..324 TUrlier. in Paris, was named the Bachelor of Science degree which
3S8
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Chi.
Minos°.
ettlit.trina• ST LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING COrPANY. law
87 297 41 96 323 1 ..Ontatanding Art Student.' at Mrs. Turner will receive at the
Kell Boston,
2onsoadation of the. Murray ledger, The Calloway Times, and Tbs
Murray State last year. Her ex- end of the fall semester.
_ a_
Becauseof the high workmanfimes-Herald. Ortoper 21.1 1928, and the West Kentuckian. January
HOME RUNS: Mathews. Braves
filling both the gallery and
32; Kluszewski, Redlegs 30; Camp- hall M the Vine arts building, is ship of the exhibit, Miss Eagle
U. 1542.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Pci. ime_Ua. Dodgers 20; Buser!, attains one -of /We best ever' driptaged said that she intends to hold it
W L
TeamJAMES- C. -WILLIAMS. PUBLISH=
64 34 653 26..
Biooklyn
there. according 'ai..1.1iss Clara over after the regular di.splay
period which ends July .30, and
582
41
57
Milwaukee
the
to
Letters
Elite, art division head.
II reserve the right to meet any advertising.
first two weeks
52 41 564 RUNS BATTED IN: Campanella,
Philadelphia --_
The display consists of water shim, it again the
re Public Voice Items Waal 19 our Ossinion are not for the best interval
90;
53 43 552 Dodgers 92; Hodges. Dudgert
St. Louis
and oil paintings: corn- of the fall semester.
color
II our restless
51 43 543 Mathews, Braves 87..
Visitors may see the exhibit
New York
mercial art in he form of letterm
45 54 455
Cincinnati
posters and record albums; now through sic week days-fro
ing,
THE KENTUCKY PERU ASSOCIATION
Min82;
Dodgers
35 60 303 RUNS: Snider.
Chicago
sculpttlre and pottery; 7 :Lite to 9 p.M. Anday visiting
ceramic
WALLI\CE WITMER CO„
dATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES*
Giants
Dark.
31 732'98 oso, White -Box el;
are from 1
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Fend!, Pen and telt an charchal hours at the gallery
A.Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York:43U7 N Michigan
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Class Matter
_ 61 '38 618 letics 125.
. Please Vote For
Chicago ______
56 42 571
Walt Drop., in the ninth inningi Cleveland
By CARL LUNDQUIST
SHISCRIPT1ON HATES: By carrier Inc, HraY, per week lfic. per
10-2;
Yankees
Lulea,
57 44 564 PITCHING:
when Urine Chuck Stobbs gave upi Boston
tlek pie year, pm; elmHMO I& le Calloway and acteuning
United Press Sports Writer
47 53 470 Shea, Senators 8-2; Brown, Red
fuur of Detroit's six hits.
Washington
New York. July 31 iliPi—The
KMswept a three- Philadelphia
47 55 439 Sox 103.
Athletics
For
The
will
Yankees can be caught :On it
with the Br-.wns by Detroit
64 347
31
series
game
_•
they
happen in about a month. if
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inscoring five runs in the second
St. Loeie
11••• keep losing ground the way they
ning for a 5-3 triumph. Gus Zer333
have since their 18-game winning
hitting
by
mat led off the Irine
OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
The
streak was ended on June 13.
loser
his 23rd -homer -off
LEAGUE
NATIONAL
they have mile Blyzka Manon .Friciino held the
tune
that
Since
Primal y, Saturday, August 1, 1953
the polls tomorrow to select officials
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Thle Yanks Can Be Caught
If They Continue Losses
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Senior Art Exhibit
Of LaVerne Turner
On Display At MSC

Yesterdays Results

emocra IC

•

TOdays Gaunt'

hEASt-VOTE. FOR

HALL HOOD

AMERICAN

"Major League Leaders •'
*a

Posters In India
Declare Beria Dead

In Ears._

EtSENFC.1WER GOLFS AT MARINE BASE

-rateutca
Ti Gi_r1V•
Rivera hit three
Peri& purged Soviet secret police vt!.en it learned he hed
ing with hit ears full of toes.
dOUbitt .ini rain.
chief, is deed.
he
could:it Sherm Lo1ler made
Thiel.- explained
'Let Ber.aa soul :est in peatbeside the great Stalin's.- *,tne ' dr.te straight along the highway apiece 'in_the melee.
i.oster, app.rentiguthe stork of- u tar...use ins small son and is neigh- - Washmitt,,n topped

singles i e
Mines., a,
three hi*

Detroit.
bei bes, in the back A.et of h:s on the margin' of J bases-Mad,
said
Commenist
oreenleation.
'God sate Moicitot Lowg Inc car ttere • tickling his ears wittd;triple by Jim Busby fh .tie fifth
• tie.i
(That off•et a three-run homer by!
llaienkra
- -

If Elected to the

Cit

Council

I promise HONEST, COURTEOUS, EFFICIENT
SERVICE, and will continue working to make
Murray THE BEST TOWN ON EARTH.

I will appreciate your

vote and influence

"Stub"
H. W. "Stub!' Wilson

I ASK YOUR SUPPORT FOR ELECTION TO

his golf ball,
PRISIDINI DWIGHT D. tissamowut is shown teciiarup
Mai me Corps base at
U. S.
ler first drive during his ',.sit to the
130 top-ranking military
eelantico, Va. The chief riecutive Joined
devuted partly to fun
get-together
aral civilian otlieialeln a week-end
defense problems (International)
and partly to serious di cue -on of
•

City Council

. tior
County Judge
Let Me Follow Through On

and if elected I will strive to represent YOU the
Our Good Road Programs

voters, with MURRAY'S progress always
in mind

I have made my' -campaign on it high I.•\ el, and if my opponent
stoops to mud s!inging.at this late date when I have little opportunity . to answer. the fair minded people ttf this coUnty will throw mud
right back in his face.
May I humbly call your :Mention to the foliowing:

Darrell Shoemaker
1

I _A . Progressive Administration.
2__Payment of every legal demand made_completely out of debt
on current obligations.
3—$28,000.00 and more invested in good machinery in three and onehalf
4_ More bridges and better bridges built than in-other comparable
period in history of county.
5—Best maintained system of roads than eve,z• before in county.
6—Plans already made and in process of peeformance of system of
good gravel roads totevery home in the county.

PLEASE VOTE FOR

Galen Thurman, Jr'.
FOR

The thing listed tiIi I dill hot just hapi,i,n. It t4o,k thought, preparation and planning-and tooperation.

City Councilman
Honest

Reliable

I ilid not wall to he i•11.,•I,A1 li,*fiire vying to Frankfort for
went tit my own- expen...! atici,i I Wetsi11.t it vi.tility

Dependable

I shall Ire gratefur to you.
C.

\ II , I Cal. I.

Illl- \

I 1;11.
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doe

1 will speak this afternoon at 7:30 over WINIBS.
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,LY,31,)185 .
'RIDAY;i1U
id furniture designs; and.plrgraphy.

The exhibit is in partial fulfill-,
cnt of the requirements for a
ichelor of Science degree which
rs. Turner will receive at the
id of the fall semester.
Because of the high aorkmaniip of the exhibit. Miss Eagle
)id that she intends to hold it
an' after the regular display
!hod which ends July 30, and
cow it again the first two weeks
the fall semester.
Visitors may see the exhibit
ow through Lint week days-from
a.m. to 9 p.m. Skinday visiting
ours at the gallery are from 1
5 p,m.

Gen.Clark Flies
Home to Attend
Son's Wedding
TOKYO, July 3O—ten. Mark
W. Clark left by plane Wednesday for the United States, where
he will receive a returning hero's welcome and attend his son's
wedding.
--------

Mrs. Clark accompanied the
general who directed the United
Nations forces in their final battles against the Communists. supervised the truce negotiations
and signed the armistice documents which halted the threeyear-old Korean War.
General and Mrs. Clark will
arrive in San Francisco today,
a headquarters spokesman said,
correcting an erroneous announcement that the general's plane
would not reach San Francisco
until August 1

TAKES OATH FOR UN AFFAIRS POST

POLIO
PRECAUTIONS
Gomm° Globulin—obtained from k.
man blood—gives protection for a few
weeks Nowsoyer, it is in VERY SHORT
SUPPLY.
A vaccine is not ready for 1953 Sal
there is hope for the later..
m•anwhile—when polio is aroandw,
follow these PRECAUTIONS.

P. HUGHES
For

H ER 1F F

LLOWAY COUNTY

inlitY, August 1, 1953
— Wounded Overseas
Be Deeply Appreciated
First On Your

RECOMMENDED BY
PARALYSIS
TIE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE
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SON BEATEN, DEAD, PARENTS HELD
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WSM-TV Program
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ROBERT MURPHY (left) takes the oath in Washington as assistant
secretary of state in charge of United NatIona affairs. Administering the oath Is John Simmons, chief of!protocol, Secretary of State
(international)
John Foster Dulles looks on.

IF YOU WANT ...
LAW ENFORCEMENT
PROTECTION TO YOURSELF and CHILDREN
EQUAL RIGHTS TO ALL
• SPECIAL FAVORS- TO NONE

Per dr Boat be Rad• witertaimmasst

Nashville, Tenn., channel 4
iSubject to change)
PROGRAM
TIME
Saturday. August 1, 1953
9:30 Sky King
10:00 Big Top
11:00 Cowboy C-Men
11:30 To Be Announced
11:45 Cleveland at Philadelphia
12:15 Phildlielphia vs Cleveland
Gilbert League
2:30
Saturday, August I, 1953
4:30 Life Begins at 80
Beulah
5:00
12:30 Luncheon Musi c
6:00 Farm /air
Arthur Godfrey
5:30
615 Farm Fair
12:45 Luncheon Music
My Hero
6:00
6:30 Gospel Quartet
-1:011111e-csarcL Shop_ to 1:45
Original Amateur Hour
6:30
6:43 Calloway Capers
145 Public Service
Night Revue
Saturday
740
6:55 News
2:00 News
8-30 Cavalcade
2:45
to
to
8:00
7:00 o'clock watcher
205 Music for You
You Asked For It
9:00
8.00 News
2:45 Public Service
9:30 Private SecretarY
Gospel Quartet
8:13
300 News
10:00 Wrestling
8:30 Mystery Shopper ,
3:05 Western Star
1115 I've Got A Secret
Star
3:15 Western
Sunday, August 2, 1953
8:44 Morning Moods
3:30 Music for Satairday
9:00 Morning moods
11:00 To Be Announced
11:30 Frontiers of Faith
3:45 Music for Saturday
9:13 Country Style
12:00 To Be Announced
4:00 Postcard Parade to 5.00
9:30 Guy Lewis Harper
1230 Guide Right
5:00 Sports Parade
9:45 Guy Lewis Harper
1:00 This is The Life
5:15 Teatime Topics to 6:00
10:00 News
•1:30 Industry on Parade
6:00 News
10:05 Western Roundup
•1745 Report From Washington
6:15 Western Caravan
1015 Western Roundup
Youth Wants to Know
2Ti0
Warmup
Baseball
6:30
Listen
and
Bask
10:30 Lean
2:30 G E Theatre
to
9:30
game
Louis
St.
6:55
Listen
and
-Ba-k
Lean
-10•:45
•3:00 Recital Hall
Election returns direct until cowl-. 3:30 Superman
11:00 Morton Sisters
nog stops.
11:15 Morton Sisters
Meet the Press
4:00
9:30 Plattertime
11:30 Folk Tunes
4:30 The World This Week
9:45 Platternme
3.00 Operation Neptune
1143 Folk Tunes
5:30 Super-Ghost
10:00 Nevis
12:00 News
10:15 Listeners Request to 11:0‘
600 Big Payoff
12:15 Noontime- Frolic
7:00 TV Theatre
11:00 Sign Off
800 Liberace
8.30 Music City, U.S.A.
Sunday, August 2, 1953
Movietime
900
10:30 Wonderful John Acton
4:00 Concert Hour to 4:00
7:00 Morning Melodies
Monday, August 3. 1953
5:00 Listening Pleasure
7:15 Morning Melodies
11:00 Search for Tomorrow
5- 15 Listening Pleasure
7:30 Musical' Gems
11:15 Love of Life
5:30 Listening Pleasure
7:45 Musical Gems
11:30 Devotional Moments
5.45 Harding College
8:00 News
11:45 Strike It Rich
6:00 News
12:15 News
8:15 Gospel Quartet
12:30 Kiechsn Kollege
615 •Musioal Interlude
8:30 Green Plains Church of
1 00 The Big Payoff
6:45 Ave Maria Hour
Christ
Welcome Travelers
1 .30
7'00 Dinner Music
won Hazel Baptist Church
On Your Account
2:00
Music
Dinner
7:15
Quartet
915 Bethel
to 8:30 2:30 Ladies Choice
Church
Baptist
First
1:30
Quartet
9.30 Bethel
•3:00 Mr. Wizard
8:30 Design for Listening
11:45 First Methodist Suuday
Howdy Doody
3:30
for Listenirn;
Design
8.45
Western Corral
4'00
School
9:00 Memorial Baptist Church
Weather Report
5:25
1000 First Methodist Church
9:15 Memorial Baptist Church
5:30 Rob and Ray
Schots?
News Caravan
5:45
9:30 Evening Serenade
10.15 Music For You to 10:50
11:45. Evening Serenade
rvices
10.50 Church
9:15 Evening Serenade to 10:01
to 12:00
1000 Spc rts Roundup
12:00 News
10:15 Album Souvenirs to 11:00
12.15 Baseball warmup
1):00 Sign Off
12:25 St. Louis game to 3:00
3:00 Music for Sunday to 4:00

IVNBS1"°

0
NE
134
PHO

DIAL

•600
9:15
6.30
7:00
7 30
8:30
9:00
9:15
*9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:15

Name That Tune
Jungle Macabre
Howard Barlow
Stu Erwin
Robert Montgomery
Who Said That
Uncle Amby
Dr. Fixum
Racket Squad
Views of the News
Tennessee Jamboree
Sportscast
Danger
Chance of a Lifetime

TIME!
Stop! Look! Li-'

n!

Crass Furniture
Company
HAS THAT TV SET
YOU
Are Looking For

America's Greatest
TV Value,..
$199.95

Subscribe Today To The

Vote for 4, Man

Daily Ledger & Times

who would like to be your servant

for City Judge
Jk-

CORDIE T. RUSHING

Economy
Champ!

21,

4•1=immi
Hasn't a Job WELL DONE
Always Received At Least

NEI 3-YEAR-OLD SON found nude, beaten and dead, his body lashed
to a bathoom water pipe, Mrs. Veronica Burowsky, 28, is under
sweat in Chicago along with tter husband Peter. _Shia is shown. with
her four other children. The dead boy was Peter. Jr., whose arms
and lege were broken. Other children are (from left) Georgann, 8,
whose face shows bruises ("Mommy used to beat me, too"); Paula.
111; Linda, 18 months, George Trornley, 11. Mrs. Burowsky's son by .
astassationalSoundpkotor
•previous marriage.

•

'WORLD CITIZEN' BACK HOME

ONE ENDORSEMENT
t
RE-ELECT

ED BURKEEN
FOR

JAILER
To My Friends in Calloway County:
to you beThis is my last message through the press ballot next
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ity
opportun
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fore you have the
Citizen No. 1."
with certain ?ADM
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will agree with
ported for not doing so., In 1948 the 31-yea
the best of my ability and I believe you
wend." (international)
the
of
**citizen
himself
done.
declare
well
passport to
me that it has been a job
I was electEver since the court house was built, before
criticized. Deed your jailer, the.rest rooms had been
as clean as
spite the amount of work I have kept them
s of comhundred
received
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and
possible
humanly
State of Kenthe
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cleanest
the
were
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that
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ity to do
tucky. I am proud you gave to me the opportun
Phone 275
•
FREE DELIVERY
12th and Poplar
what I promised I would do four years ago.
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of
many
so
where
green
grow
does
grass
Yes, the
yard. It
25c
.. 3 cans
believed it would never grow in the court house
POTTED MEAT
great pleasure
has taken much work, but there has beensaid couldn't be
84c
can
3
lb.
.
.
.
NING
was
HUMPKO SHORTE
in me and my boys doing what it
know
I
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job,
the
me
gave
you
again
glad
33c
done. I am
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all of you appreciate t.-- 28c
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TOMATO JUICE
The jail is well kept as I promised you
for
you
thanking
for
me
Excuse
kept.
he
23c
that it .would
2 bath size
LUX
it clean for the
the third time for the honor of keeping
last four years.
and you
These jobs were intended to bedone by me
Coffee at Knight's — 10c off! LOOK
support four years
hired me to do the job with your fine
have
and
you,
for
them
ago. I and my sons have done
_COUPON_
performed them faithfully.
the
shown
have
we
that
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We believe (my boys and
This Coupon is
House can be kept
folks of this county that our Court
have
I
Good for
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own
our
want
we
like
just
nice looking
t
good—bu
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just
job_not
the
do
to
tried my level best
10c
the court house
BETTER than it-has ever been done since ed by anyone
was built. That fact has not been challeng
ON ANY
apd we are happy you gave us the chance.
POUND of
greatly appreciate
At last. I just want to say I would
me give you
let
to
generous
and
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kind
so
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it if you
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four more years of the best kept court
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Grueling 1206-mile Mobilgas Economy Run proves Dodge
outstanding economy:
Dodge V-8 wins its class.. . beats all other cars in
the "low-medium" price-range.
Dodge V-8 beats all other 8's in every price class . ..
takes top honors over all eight-cylinder cars in
Sweepstakes.
You'll know you have a winner when you see and drive
the '53 Dodge. You've Got to Drive it to Believe it!

1

2

DEPENDABLE

DO E

Prices start below many models
in the "lowest priced"field!'

Sponfrator..• nod or.irolowl •NA)orf a

•••••

V-EIGHT OR SIX

wohn.

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
,

301 South Fourth St.
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COSOlitt -Mist 441001 11155
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Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

WOMEN'S PAGE.
Jo Burkeen. Editor... Phone 55 or 1150-M
Social Calendar

Home Is
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Of
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Home Of Vows To Be Read Oh Scen
lleeting
Meeting
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t' 16
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The annual retreat service of
Woman's .Association of the
Bette Presbyterian Church was
.•Ll in the ninet of th.. early
.. ..ening on the spreious back lawn
the home of Mrs. J. G. Weih7,
aug on Tuesday evening at five.1 thirty o'clock.

, Preceding the retreat a sand\\den plate was served.
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The Lena. Moon Circle of
and
Mr.
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Christian Church
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at
Mrs. R. H. Robbins
Mrs OLie Adair. president of ber of the 1954 senior class at Mrs Cot rue Hendon and Mu. l'•
Her topic wasi
.:nd Matthew.
the class. presented a most in- Buchanan High School. She has shed Corn. Mrs. Hendor'e e.s- "Medical Missions."
• • •
spiring devotion using Psalms 23 been attending college summer ,cuesieri was on roses and NI:s
An offering was taken for the!
Group 11 of the CWF of the , as her scripture reading. She bas- school at David Lipscomb Cialee
hospitals of national missions.
talk was on lilies..
Cern's
'
ineet1
will
Church
First Christian
ed her discussion on an article in Nashville, Tenn., and will conThe, meeting was closed withl
The pr,sident. Mrs G_ B.
with Mrs. Jeck Sykes at two-, from the Readers Digest of the Unue her school work at Buchanan
j
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thirty o'clock.
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tan Service
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ty I of the class. ..
two-thir
at
, minister of the Gospel if the
the
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:•I
ing
Church of Christ and is a mgr.- si.i'ved by Mrs Littled e,
o'clock.
was1
•••
A d elicious potluck supper
her of the student bode at David twelve niembe.es present.
Mrs. Halt Lipscomb College.
-- The Jeseit Ludivick Orel. of served to those present.
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The Hillerigh and Bradsby
of Le.uisville, maker of the fairious
-Louisville Slugger" baseball bat,
as the nation's top-rinkir.g bat
manufacturer and the "fourth largest golf club prodircer.

UN-BUILDING AT FRONT

Friday and Saturday
"California Conquest"
with
Cornel Wilde
Teresa Wright
Sunday and Monday

•

Fresh Orange Juice, Fresh
Lemonade, Tasty% Hot Dogs
Delicious DAIRY ANN
Soft or Frozen
Pts. 35c - Qts. 65c
- 'All Flavors of
Sundaes - Sodas - Malta
and Shakes

transfusions have built up her
strength.
"I hope the operation will be
soon.- she said today. "I want to
spend as many hours as I can
with my baby."
Mrs. Alford was a junior stn.
whet:,
dent at high school here
iLi
the first cancer sympten a
noticeable three years ago. She
said she felt, tired and listless.
cancer
The only outward sign of
was a small mole in the middle
t
of her back.

Please Vote for
Brigham Futrell
for
County Sheriff
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STATE FARM'
INSURANCE
OPENS NEW
Asimmoimw OFFICE AT4

95 Drive In

Specializing In Delicious
Snacks, Fresh Fruit
Sundaes
15c-25c

I

TULSA. Okla, July 30-- UP , —
A young Tulsa woman awaited
two things in a hospital here today—the birth of a child and
certain death.
Mrs. Huey C. Alfred will be
20 years old Sunday. She is expecting her first child. It isn't
due for tvto months.
But doctors have decided they
must deliver the baby immediately by caesarian section to be sureir arrives before her death.
They say Mrs. Alford has an
incurable cancer of the lymph
gland. Specialists in Baltimore.
New York City, Chicago, Boston
and Tulsa have said she cannot
live.
They decided to deliver the
baby in the next few days after
blood
and
- iturcee in
MERRY itioking pixie iS
Nichoias Plotimbiihs. 52 shown
daunting red and white carnations at his trial in Athena. He
Is Ms Communist underground
leader in Greece term is on trial
with nine other members of the
Communist- central conmultee.
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just the red carnation. He cagily
refuses to answer questions put
to him by court.. (listernatiostal)
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AS ONE PRESIDENT TO ANOTHER.
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-1
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-rate.
More people enjoy low
insurance
full coserage auto
with any
than
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with State
because State
other company
cueFarm /ITS to insure only
tut drisers!

Queillfied and
Courteous
8 years experience in
police work and law
enforcement
Elect a man for Sheriff
August' I who you know
will cosre to you when you
call, and will protect you
when he gets there.
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WAYNE WILSON
I humbly solicit your
vote and influence
1_ Office Phone 321
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Tulsa Hospital
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FUNERAL HOME
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311 N. 4th St.
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He is, qualified, capable, honest, ca.urteous, and sincere.

Vote for ROBERT YOUNG for TAX COMMISSIONER and elect a man who will know and ,epresent the
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Pear Futrell's junk yard. $2.00 per canning. $2.00 per bushel. Bring
bushel. Please bring containers. containers. H. C. Adams, two mi- For Sale-General Electric apart- Sell only 80 Exclusive new $125
Make more money
Phone 887 M 2
a3p ment size stove. Westinghouse re- assortment.
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j31p. $1
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Brigham Futrell
for
County Sheriff

4
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Courteous
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owirsogsses

The Ledger ane Times is authorized to annotiace the fullowint
candidates for office sub.' et to Me
Democratic rrimary on August a,
1953.
For City Council
Galen Thurman, Jr.
H. W. "Stub" Wilson
Darrell S'.-..cornaker
For Sheriff
Alton P. Hughes
Brigham Futrell
For County Court Clerk
itandiiii Patterson
0 SO 5.1.054
Halton Garner
H. L. Cooper
30111 let ,otir dollars worry son:
Gaynell Osborn Williams
14.44 won't liase to it 4mU e.e trolly
jhe
Far City Judge
will. U.S. Sating* Bonito! Sas,
. . . join the
Curdle Rushing
ca•). automatic a
Elias Robertson
Pay roll Sa• hugs Plan! 'I Iii'
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n
'
to nisturily. And built For Magistrate Concord District
gunrnoare
interest
jrim o..I and
Chester a Yarbrough
seed by the 'rehired ..,•tare• 'treasury. For 5tagistrate, Wadesboro District
ire omen Peeler
For Jailer
Henry Billington
Ed Burkeen
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Elect a man for Sheriff
n August 1 who you know
,all c.ciTse to you when you
all, and will protect you
vhest he gets there.
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He refused the Dawsons' inviCHAPTER THIRTEEN
the way. Most days someone got
tation, and even, after consideraDAVE walked to the point and in to him: at this rate he'd have
tion, Cgs'. He could talk to Cass,
back, and inside. before he slept, a road of sorts, but before Thankssome, lie said: "I'd feel out of
stood looking at the books of eriti• giving there was zero weather and
Mace..."
clam. Roger New-ton mut wokingoa -biga-stiarsat.. -1.10 reached the
niiii-iso
"Well, I suppose efiriitimemory. It went back to his Rogers' beture it hit fully, and tdWen' Tor timulica, but.. woal hkc IL AL
•ftesdn't
Georg-a-Be
ephaned
with
a
talked
he'd
where
study,
able to say no to Mrs. Rogegi you came. That is, It you wantboy around Joe's age.
ed to."
ho said briskly: "Now you ju
who
want
you
do
all,
"What, most cif
"I'm afraid not, Cas." He felt_
can't be alone Thanksgiving Day,
Dave?"
do.
to
secure saying it. No offense would
Mr. Barton."
"I guess, paint: Ira not much
His mother, who wrote seldom, be taken.
good. D. Newton. My fat her
But shortly before Christmas he
had the same idea. She'd asked:
ever be."
doesn't think
if only snowshoed to the road, riot on the
me
to
conic
you
"Won't
"You'll paint. If you've talent
the
for the weekend? Kate won't :get truck-htoken track but where
and want to enough."
tn your . hair. I'll leave you to snow lay. deep and unbroken,
He had not, being easily dis- yourself " But he'd refused and walked to the farm on the cleared
eouraged. His fattier had said: felt he was tinlitihd. Ile Should go. road, asked was anyone going to
"Well, son. If you were • genius it only to please her. - But he did town. Cas was, and Dave went
along to shop. Ile left the things
I'd be the first to •lay, forget the not.
drug business. But you aren't- A
. George roared at him. over a bad for the Davesons at flank's office,
flair, maybe, I can see that But connection: "How much snow you rather glad that lifmk wasn't in.
who wants to be a sixth -rate got up there'. .. That so? Can't He'd taken pains over Sheila's gift,
?"
painter, a sixth-grade anything"
say I envy you. No snow here, but a soft doll, one she couldn't deHis mother had said. often, look- it's cold. We Miss you, Dave. stroy easily or hurt herself with
a pretty doll, like Sheila.
ing at his drawings which had a Heard trom Em?"
cartoon quality, crude life, a sort
"Not recently."
He took theeflogers' gifts hack
something
says
It's
"Maria did, yesterday: she
of wildness: "But
to camp with him: it would be
al
enjoy
to
workand
David,
better
own,
perfunctory to leave them there
she's fine, never
it your
ing her head oft Scgie talk of a today. He'd hesitated, wanting to
rays."
That had been for a time his transter. she didn't say where." buy Cam • certain gun, and et.
eeret life, drawing, trying to He nesitated. "You, given any pensive things for the boys. No,
.aint. When his father found him thought to Christmas?"
lavishness would only embarrass
"No. not beyond intending to 141-m, put their friendship upon a
it it, he said: "You'll ruin your
uselook
anything
to
her
find
ask
you
delicate footing, fie selected inwrite Maria and
'yes. Can't
ful to do? If not, come out, get after somn things for tne. Other- stead, miner gifts: shells for Cas,
wise. I'll skip U."
some fresh air."
a took :or Joe., a tricky little
"You ,can't, Dave. We didn't plane for Herh, and handkerchiefs
At [)ideway, Dave drew for their
for Mrs. Rogers. Nothing unusual
publication and for one at the uni- know what to do--"
"Forga about me," Dave Inter- nothing wile h would 'ti'. 'herne
versity. He wanted lessons, dared
under a fancied obligation.
not ask for them, could not save rupted.
-As to that, I'll do as I please.
For George ho b-wired
enough from his ample allowance
to obtain tristruction on his own 1 meant abut Em., We thougat oecr f - morn, .
i.e.
her
to
cheque
a
deposit
we'd
drug
the
in
he
was
heMaria a.
eh.
Then suddenly
A
Chet,
r
I und-roade ell,
business', and after that Emily, and count and lull her, In a
• .)4V•Ch
crude. She can use It fiir
oishloned In the towo.
finally, Tim.
wants."
Marta had offered to get things
So be Melted at paintings and work or whatever she
as.
Dave
idea,"
good
•
"It's
for Pete and his family. Pete
bought them, some with expert
tha wrote only ocentoottally. Mardi
advice, more often with only his Standing there, he thought
him
from
farther
was
wife
his
to
hand
his
guide
to
would also look after the office
own reaction
it • was
gifts. Em had always done these
a cheque book. He had a good, than Greece. Sometimes
beshe
small collection. For a long time hard to see" her clearly,
things: he had shopped himself
across tile
only for her and Tim.
he'd not added to It, and taken came a shadow moving
not
"Why
mind.
his
of
backdrop
no pleasure in anything he already
Christmas Day vms- clear and
say
George
no,
for
one
deposit
owned.
very cold. Now and thin, with
much
spending
not
Fat
$500?
did
they
weekend
following
The
the sun shining, a little snow
not hunt. Friday they had their here."
r'eil clown in a shower of white
George said: "Listen. Dave, we
first hard storm. He stayed' in,
Dave snowshoed to the
you
tried to read, threw the books expect you for Christmas, do
left the shereshoes there,,,r
me?"
'Sr
aside. Looking out upon a thick, I
usual. and with his packsfes in
"I- No, I didn't But, don't.
whirling whiteness, he felt • curicapacious pockets - George nen
worry,
Don't
George.
sorry,
I'm
matched
storm
the
ous exultation:
sent him a remarkable coat, light
his winter mood, he felt more at though, I'm having Thaftkogiving as ashes, warm as a furnacehome with It than in any season. with friends."
walked to the farm at a time
lie could have gone to the DowSlowly he was being imprisoned:
when, he was certain, dinner would
If
him.
asked
they'd
too:
sons,
except for brief recesses, he must
was be over.
remain shut in. He would become he was alone, at any time, it
Ile was more welcome than hi ,
choice.
his
vegetable,
walking
a breathing,
I'll %vote Em, as well as cable, gifts, though they liked them. The
and, it this went on, alone, with a
Rogers parents clucked a little.
vengeance. Yet watching the snow he thonglit.
Christmas for Dave. He cabled "You shouldn't have," they said.
this seemed less undesirable than
and
ahead. and .she cabled in And ('as added: "The boys
recently.
him since me. we aimed to come by later
hadn't he come here to be rePlirit. She had wiittcn
for
fixed
mother
letter one writes with a snack
alone? It was natural- that at Thanksgiving, the
friend, s-crii."
intimate
not
hut
old
an
to
was
he
until
pall,
would
times It
Cas took him back* to his road,
dealing mainly with the life she
adjosted.
they picked up the snowshoes and
But the Rogers boys came, was leading.
George called the Rogers, and plowed on in. Inside camp, ('as
floundering, their cheeks red, to
came to camp to report: set down a basket. "Turkey, cranbang at the door •rid cry: "Isn't the boys
rot ii e r wants you to berry sauce, rolls, all the fixffigsb
-Your
?"
Barton
Mr.
this a jinodandy,
so • day later he did. and niinee pie. Mind you heat
and
'phone,"
says
"Pop
added,
Joe
•tinija"
things up, 'specially the pie. It
you can get good and sick of it did.
was
"What on earth tire you doing 7" don't it good, cold." There
before spring. We brought yqur
a second baskeb all jars, all lamall, eggs. Here's your book back. George asked.
pickles
preserves,
"Recently, trying to learn to belled, jelly and
Mom wrapped it up good. Gee, it
in
all (reef again. I'm not and relish; each ;at done op
was swell. Can . I take another ?" snowshoe
or on skis red paper and tied With ribbon.
fInd,
1
goou,
ninch
be
would
snow
on,
Front now
And a little fruitseske.
master. On good days he got to either."
Dave looked at the baslola 'I
"Chuck Ibis tionseiesi, It's f hil(1the village. The car ran alright
said.
lab. Come borne, it only for a can't thank you," he
but he was nt raid of getting
'Forget it," Cas replied.
days."
bogged down, so he walked to the few
ter./i;
Coat
Be
To
"I'm sorry, Georg-.."
road and hitch-hiked or walked all
•
1,...,1 F•Yrj• r.
raw ua remi roodsoe re•hr.i.„1.oui.00.1 I.s. ic
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IT'S HERE

and
Popujar. Audje Murphy reg--- --isters a strong performance
cast as a Western gunfight- SCOTT-WALGREEN
er in Universal-InternationDRUG
al's
"GunTechnicOlor
the
is
to get it
place
also
starring Susan
smoke::
Cabot and Paul Kelly. "Gullsmoke," also starring Susan •• the book MILLIONS of
Cabot and Paul Kelly."Gunganoke:' start a.l.wu.4.Lay len-4 women have waited for
gai.Tement at the Varsity
If you have the old Cook Book,
'Pheatre today.
•

Please Vote for

ROBERT YOUNG
—tor Tax Commissioner
Subject to the Democratic Primary'
. August- I, 1953

vote and influence

you'll find it hard to believe,
but.thi; Becer Home!& Gardemt
New Cook Bork has half again
as many reciiies, all new and
!Isere colorful- illustrations,
..vac as many how-tiaskrit pictures, whole new chapters qn
"Outdoor Cooking" and "Jiffy
poking." it's rcally up to the
a-'note, and only $3.95. .

r

The Only Veteran in the Rate
Your

ft•

cover

Lost and Fcund

gumming= a=

AMEMEMMMOIMMMEMERUM
BEFORE YOU VOTE

from

reIMPLEI4EIRS

;

For Tax Assessor'
James Johnson
Robert Young
Magistrate Brinkley District
Vernbn Coleman
For State Representative
Owen kiiiiington

COMPLETELY NEW

M4

years experience 111
police work and law
enforcement

County,

PAGE4FIVI
Seth Cooper
For County Attorney
Nat Ryan Hughes
Bob Miller
For County Judge
Hall Hood
Garland Neale

will be

_Saturday you will go to the polls and elect your County
Court Clerk. Before you cast your ballot, take time to
roiwider. As Americans, the ballot is one of our most
cherished rights. With it the citizens name their public
servants.
. •
. .
I have asked to be your servant in the County Court
Clerk's office for the next four years. I earnestly solicit
your vote in the election Saturday.
For some-months, I have been going over the' Comity,
trying to see all of you before the election. I have enjoyed • reneartfig—eld acqiiiintanrea" and Meeting new
friends, but I have found the task of seelog_all of_the
voters in the County an impossibilit.k.
This is my final opportunity to state my stand and
ask for your support. I wish I could have seen more of
you, but since I could not. I want to say here that, if you
choose to elect me your County Court Clerk, I will serve _
_________
-shinty
—IL stand- tan.my_ _Attia.. lificataans, and I sincerely believe
that my friends will not let me down. 4 humbly ask your
support. Exercise your American franchise Saturday.' Go
to the polls And vote for the candidates of your choice.
If you think I shall make a good County Court Clerk,
pletve tote for me.

R. L. COOPER,

Barr DNS MB
Ceres Ikea $3.31
Sot lest 12.111 Kudrna's ant 113.4*
Used Buyllosk..$2311

deeply appreciated

ST Erato Bushman.",

NANCV

[
ROBBER

/27

.

-47/V/E-

ROBBER

I'M YELLING' AT THAT
GIRL WHO STOLE
SLUGGO AWAY
FROM ME

ARE YOU
YELLING'
AT THE
UMPIRE
AGAIN 2

By Al Capp

lit' ABNER
W
F,
.
41,1r4P4V

-- co,PICK CAL-.
A NEEDLR AN THREAD -Al/
PROCEEL) <1.5 FOLLOW:7

.',1 C4IN7
H0411- AA.
fad /.5 Yisg4E, AMA f Y.r.rAP-/ /5 TINAPF..1•47
Y
E YE"
s'
FEGLE'S CeJPEP'
All HAW'T GOT
NO PAAITS.'7•••
i.e.

•ED
elAS
EEGLE!! AH

Now 1..MAYlr.
FLOCY3LE
STREET!!

.47
747

itarAter
-A"SING

4148
"
Salt
Is DEPYN'
.r
t4VCO/V7..v

(

I

.

Cr4V1
• 7

ABBIE an' SLATS

e

Raeburn Van Buren
er:A1E5 PLAYEC> A
LIRTY TRICK ON YOU...THEY

,..._GAVE ME THE GIFT OF LONGEVITY
7 ''OR SO THEY'
THOUGHT... BUT,
DARLINO...THAT.
KIND OF A
HEE I'M
NC.r...

BECKY, DARLING... WHEN I
WALKED INTO YOUR L1FE...AND
THEN WALKED OUT WITH YOU
AS MY WIFE...IT WAS WITH THE
UNDERSTANPING THAT I
WOULDN'T BE AROUND La*
ENOUGH TO MESS

...1 AI Kr•EPING PAY EtK? CF
IT...ONE SCUD HOUR OF
PARADISE WAS ALL I DESER'..1...OR DREAMED CF... 50...
THANKS...FOR...
`0
EVERYTHING.

UP ALL OF IT...

•I•
0441614

4-0

I3 I

• '6

•
--,••••••T

Vfeemlastsmislismfrifigf001/04060/oal.recartartb-e4.6

•

•
••

FACECs —

a'
2
/

PE D -rol7 filDED
0,

'1--

e
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tool MA101 SP1116/0410AED
POI SOVIET AGGIESSKIN
IN WEST WITH SATILLITES
EAST 6111/0JAY AS

_ see

UR

Reverence — Sincerity — Dignity,
Economy

AN
*

4.4

The Shepherd

•,1t•
S NJ ,CA710N1
...KS FAIL
o11DENT lull
AN'S 11/1111 AGAJN

THE tiREAT CONDUCT()4
"Acknowledge Him and He Shall
direct thy paths."
Proverbs 3:6
Upon the

podium

1Dressen Smirks
Over Bums' Eight
Game Loop Leap

ARQER
KOREA WAR OVER, WORI n SORE SPOTS I()OM
_

Read Today's Classified Ads

.

the only club that has an
big bulge like they kicked away '-That's us for the year so far."
on
ledge
New
the
to
lead
P 13 1-2 game
Statistics bear out the little
York Giants in 1951.
said,
he
possiole."
"Sure, it's
boss man of the Dodgers. Leo
"but don't take any bets on it." I Durocher's fourth-place Giants
the
of
secret
Pressen said the
I hold a scant one game edge on
Dodgers success this year is the thsv Dodgers with a 7-6 mark.
can-the
biating
way tEr•rcire—
But after that the Bums 64
tending 0...-11.; and the second wins and 33 losses break down
rh ere,.
I
alumequal
lth
division teams a
like this.
CHICAGO. July 3Q — Chunky di.n.
,
Charlie Dressen couldn't suppress
They've taken the measure of
"Las', sear -a lot of sustained
.1 wide grin today as he contemthe flag on the second -place Milwaukee Brawon
we
said
'experts'
plated his Brooklyn Dodgers' fat
fluke," Inessen said. "The sea 10 times and lost only four.
tight game lead on the rest of the a
siA we won it by beating second They own a narrov.- 8-6 margin
National League.
division teams and playing less over the Mines. have 8-5 mark
"1 don't say we're ahooins for
9-6
with the second. against the Cardinals, stand
the pennant yet." Pressen said. than .509 ball
teams.
place
-but it's gonna take a hell of a I-• third,• and fourth
over tfie Redlegs. 11-4 over the
"Well. this year we're whipping Cubs, and 12-1 over the Pitts:,purt to catch us now.''
exsame.
the
Dressen laughed off remarks them all just about
Pirates.
Giant,: he said. burgh
about the Dodgers biasing their cept for the

he stand
•.se
41.

. The skilled conductor i!

J

wbekse. hnils

i Nagle

y FinalL Plea

will lead a stage . . . Of famed musicians to engage .. . In

WIZ
IG•PTS DISPUTE WITS UTAH
CONTROL COU1.0 PPODIJCI
SITIJATIC*1 favONADLE TO
IAPLOITA''Or• Iv COW ...HOSTS

- 0101

playing a symphony . . . In
perfea time and harmony

.

•

•

Their instruments are tuned to,greet„. In unisoi.
his first down-hat ... Are you attuned in wit:
antUde'eds

LOOP

•

MOO CHINA
VIITATiNN
COMMulosiST
DEICE TO CAPTORS 5.011
COLNTe• COIAD POLIOVE
AINENSTICI IN K011111A

Lis

JULIEN C. HYER

•

Qualified

MALAYA.
COMMONIS DISCS MIL
ACTivl SU NO MAJOI
SUCCESSES IN WENT TILES

holt Gad, The Great Consim••.

.

FOOMOS•
101111A AIMIDIELI1 GIVES
POD CHINA OPPOItypoT•
Pot
TO ATTACK

MIDDLE EAST
iMAN IS NO 1 T1101111111
SPOT-1110.10MENTIO
DISOIDIES COLHO SING
•TTIMPT 10 Sill PONIE
WITH SOVIET INTIEVENTiON
—SHAKY MOSSADIGH EIGIMI
HAS ACCEPTED BID SUPPOOT

if

•

Deserving

fooloPPTNOS
PP pliNNG SITS Pt.
Mill 11111I CAN
FANNED TO STEHLE •NENII

•••

Ambitious

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Ronald W. Churchill, Owner
e
-The House of S-r
Murray, Ky
Phone 7
3rd and Maple Sts.

WITH1THE SHOOTING war in Korea ended, these International trouble spots loom iargr:r. Most are
in the cold;%var category. but there is actual warfare in Indo-China, Red guerrillas are active in
Malaya,'amphibious clashes occur between Chinese Nationalist_ F01711058 and the Rol China mainvid.,anel fighting threatens over Suer, Shaded area a map is U. 3, S. R. Drover. black is satellite:.

fr.

28 Years Old
•

3

A Father

LEAVING A WEDDING, PENSIVELY

ci
to

Willing

-

Please Vote For

IL

1.
ii

Hard Worker

II1WIMP11111a
It

ROBERT YOUNG

Business Man

th
nr

Knows Taxes

ti
Is

Four Years
Experience

th
ft

Throughout this campaign. I
have placed my case before you
in a straight-forward manner
for your earnest• consideration.
' t hilve not withheld any /wets
•• told untruths in any way.
'dy greatest desire is to win
',.is election and let my expert •
-rice serve you. If I cannot
, i it upon my own _merits. I'd
rather lost I will not.- degrite
I my opponent.
•

I
,,

Please vote the number one
spot on the ballat. I do not
think that there Is anc doubt
in any ones !bind ,that I am
number 1 ia qualifications. I
promise to do my Very best it
all times with fairness and imPlease endorse a
partiality.
good record wIth your vote .ind
Influence. Remember a native
son said he will be erernally
enrich'I to yi

If you think that 1 have done
. my job to the best of my ability a ith honesty and sincerity.
no man .could appreciate your
vote than I will, or try harder
to make you a perfect officer.
Please cast a vote of confidence
-141 a young man that has shown
a sincere desire to do a good
job and serve his county well.
I will be grateful for your support.

THIS STRIKING PHOTO shows Britain's Princess Margaret leaving St.
Stary's church in London after attending wedding of a friend, the
Hon. Laura Smith. who was married to Michael Brand. The princess
Is poised, smiling a bit, and silent, thinking, perhaps. of ('apt. Peter
(Internatiossal).
Townsend, reported to be her own true romance.

ic
th

Oh

0
PI

at

James L. Johnson

.44.1

511
as
Cr

J.

THE PEOPLE'S CANDIDATE FOR

Tax Commissioner

fl

Ic

ft

You tell us what your present truck is
worth in a trade on a brand-new DODGE!

For k

TAX COMMISSIONER

MAKE YOUR OWN APPRAISAL, MAIL IT TO
US! WE RE ANXIOUS TO TRADE AND WILL
DO OUR LEVEE BEST TO MEET YOUR PRICE?
NO COST, NO OBLIGATION!

To The Voters of Of Calloway County:
aio.‘% ay County how much I
a.•
L
1. waril II
me during my campaign fo,
s.hiosn
ha%;•
yied
appreCiatti the iitirtesy
Thattke for the mazy favor
on4.
the office of YOUR Tax Commk-i
• -•you have shown me and the kind expressiory You have given mO.

•Agigin

The office of Tax- Commissioner belongs to the ireiiple of ('allows
uounty. and I warit to. assure you that, if eleeted, this will always
tax
.pperinust in nT mind. I will always represent you people. the
I.
not
payers of 'calloway County ard fight for your benefits and
dictated to by the Department of Revenue.

THE U. S. SENATE has confirmed.
H. Struve Hensel {above) of Nevi
York as Defense department gen.
et 81 counsel. In the middle 1940s
he was an assistant secretary'
of the N'avy. (infcrnatiorsal)i

ICk
rots, 7 great engines with
.,,ng • Truck o mak trans.•
La models for lowest rust. err
rrussem available in yr
shift driving• Shorter turning than rompetit,ve main • low
loading ne,gut • Completely rustproofed s'ieet metal.

04 SOD(.1
,
.11

rT? r r)

that I
It is true that I am a farmer_ I am proud of it. It is true
orlive worked at a service station. I think they are both honorable
proud
am
jobs__I
both
at
d
employe
friends
many
have
upations. I
I
of everyone of you. It is also true, I have worked in an office_
the
wora
also
have
I
and
mill
flour
have run a grocery store, and

ommisioner I promise you the same service as I
ha‘e render•Pd in the past: while fulfilling any of the above dut:.
friendly. courteous, honest ard capable.
Please vote for Robert K. Young for your next Tax Commissioner
and elect a man who will 'continue to know, respect and appreciate
you after the election.

Robort-Young

Soo IN YOUR APOIRAKAL
low! MAY SAVE YOU
iiUNDREDSor ocaLeRS!

JJLI
2-TON THROUGH 4-TON
1
/

Navy Blues
If elected Tax

tl

51

diat aremniPT11 a finendaiion tinder
,irior.! • firondalion
I
the Paroll
•
-el ii riO: fiat.
work—in•
%as ono:. PLin where
A.ing,
.u.r.• •
•••., in I
week
lb,
V. Ault Them grog*. Ifteck
Throsioindii.sey the
month Ivy mortili!
Ike o.nr Kiirt
a.1111:• Plan
roll,
,
P.I tr• 1.411114
was III ft:Esc-INN :111.1' II
Ilre/or• you
thin: old of CS CT' •
know,
iipestil
hale a Allure if)
'cow in. ,,,,,e,
'UP matter Ion._ urn:AB
sat,.
t alTord rod hi
'
r- an
join the l'a,•
tiling tor your•eir So
Villa
'Huai,
'Wring. Man iodic.

of

APPRAISAL
FORM

mam a,

;on
foundalion of
hiving. Pawls

security

- •

with L. S.

Tear out and
mail us this

Here's %.our elLince to make the
trade 14 a lifetime om,n hra rid -new
I kx1ge "Job-Rated" trio k' Just do
this:
Decide -what- your present I nick
is worth. Write this figure on the
appraisal f...rm lx.low. Add your
name c.,nid address, tear out the form
TA mail it to us'
No Cost, Ns Obligation — We're
anxious to trade, and will do our
level hest to meet the price you put
on your present truck. If we can't
get t(lgeth('r. there's absolutely no
obligation. if we can nieet your
trade-in figure, you've got n real
deal! You've everyihing to gain,
nothing to 1014P. R0 mail the appraisal
form now or 'phone us.

i have

Ii

a

'

truck, in
mein.)
II
I
condition, think it is

I
I

y.er, model,

—

- f••••, tel4, Pow)
worth $
in a trade. I underMani) that yori are mit obligaled to meet
this price, nor am I °Naimoli to accept it.
Name
Mailing addreas
•

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
. Telephone 1000

Fourth at Poplar
•

•

•

'

0

0
•

